«CAS IP Law»: Course begins in autumn

The Zurich University of Applied Sciences (ZHAW) is launching the certification course CAS IP Law this autumn. The course was developed in cooperation with the Swiss Federal Institute of Intellectual Property (IPI). The goal of the cooperation is to foster knowledge about intellectual property. The IPI supported the ZHAW in the conception of the course and is also providing several experts as...

Lecture series ip@6 debate 30.11.2016: "Is copyright still modern?"

The globalisation of law is not leaving copyright untouched. The traditional author-centred approach is increasingly being replaced by considerations that look at society as a whole, as in how Anglo-American copyright is, at least, theoretically based. Read more and registration DateWednesday, 30 November 2016 at 18:15 (lasts approx. 75 minutes)(From ca. 19:30, there will be some light...